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Introduction
Stable nuclei are qualitatively described by “simple” models
(semi-empirical) liquid-drop model
(basic) shell model
New techniques enable ab initio methods (A-body models)
What happens far from stability ?
Experimentally, Radioactive-Ion Beams (RIB) available since 80s
⇒ study of structure far from stability
⇒ discovery of exotic structures
halo nuclei
exotic decays
...
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Nuclear Landscape
256 stable nuclei
@ Z ' N up to 40 Ca
@ N > Z for A > 40
stable nuclei
I
I

compact
magic numbers

RIB allow to study
radioactive nuclei
Terra incognita
between driplines
n-dripline unknown
beyond O
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Basic features in nuclear structure

Liquid-drop model

Charge distributions in (stable) nuclei

constant density ρ0 out to the surface (saturation)
same skin thickness t
(Stable) nuclei look like liquid drops of radius R ∝ A1/3
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Basic features in nuclear structure

Liquid-drop model

Liquid-drop model
Binding energy per nucleon B(Z, N)/A has smooth behaviour
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Basic features in nuclear structure

Liquid-drop model

Liquid-drop model
Bethe-Weizsäcker semi-empirical mass formula

B(Z, N) = av A − a s A2/3 − aC

(A − 2Z)2
Z(Z − 1)
−
a
Sym
A1/3
A
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Basic features in nuclear structure

Liquid-drop model

Variation from the semi-empirical mass formula

More bound systems at Z or N = 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126
magic numbers
⇒ shell structure in nuclei as in atoms ?
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Basic features in nuclear structure

Shell model

Shell model
Developed in 1949 by M. Goeppert Mayer and H. Jensen
As electrons in atoms,
nucleons in nuclei
feel a mean field
and arrange into shells

(NP 1963)

Spin-orbit coupling is crucial
to get right ordering of shells
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Basic features in nuclear structure

Shell model

Example
Shell model explains the higher stability at some Z and N
It predicts the spin and parity of ground state of most nuclei
and some of their excited levels, e.g. 17 O and 17 F
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Basic features in nuclear structure

Shell model

Nowadays
Can we go beyond these models ?
Can we build ab initio models ?
i.e. based on first principles
nucleons as building blocks
realistic N -N interaction
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Ab initio nuclear models
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Ab initio nuclear models

A-body Hamiltonian
Nuclear-structure calculations : A nucleons (Z protons+N neutrons)
Relative motion described by the A-body Hamiltonian

H=

A
X
i=1

Ti +

A
X

Vi j

j>i=1

⇒ solve the A-body Schrödinger equation
H |Ψn i = En |Ψn i
{En } is the nucleus spectrum
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Ab initio nuclear models

Realistic N -N interactions
Vi j not (yet) deduced from QCD
⇒ phenomenological potentials
fitted on N -N observables :
d binding energy,
N -N phaseshifts
Ex. : Argonne V18, CD-Bonn,. . .
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Ab initio nuclear models

Light nuclei calculations

[R. Wiringa, Argonne]
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Ab initio nuclear models

Three-body force
Need three-body forces to get it right. . .

H=

A
X
i=1

Ti +

A
X
j>i=1

Vi j +

A
X

Vi jk + · · ·

k> j>i=1

But there is no such thing as three-body force. . .
They simulate the non-elementary character of nucleons
⇒ include virtual ∆ resonances, N̄. . .

Phenomenological 3-body interaction fitted on A > 2 levels : IL2
Alternatively, derived from EFT
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Ab initio nuclear models

Effective Field Theory
EFT is an effective quantum field theory based on QCD symmetries
with resolution scale Λ that selects appropriate degrees of freedom :
nuclear physics is not built on quarks and gluons,
but on nucleons and mesons
EFT provides the nuclear force with a systematic expansion in Q/Λ
gives an estimate of theoretical uncertainty
naturally includes many-body forces
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Ab initio nuclear models

Expansion of the EFT force
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Ab initio nuclear models

Solving the Schrödinger equation
H |Ψn i = En |Ψn i
Ψ usually developed on a basis {|Φ[ν] i} :
X
|Ψn i =
hΦ[ν] |Ψn i |Φ[ν] i
[ν]

Solving the Schrödinger equation
X reduces to matrix diagonalisation

hΦ[µ] |H|Ψn i =

hΦ[µ] |H|Φ[ν] ihΦ[ν] |Ψn i

[ν]

= En hΦ[µ] |Ψn i
⇒ need to build an efficient set of basis states {|Φ[ν] i}
Clear short review paper : [Bacca EPJ Plus 131, 107 (2016)]
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[Hebeler et al. Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 65, 457 (2015)]

s of oxygen isotopes measured from 16 O, including experimental values of the bound 16−24 O (42). Energies
enological forces SDPF-M (43) and USDB (44), (b) a G matrix and including Fujita–Miyazawa 3N forces due
w-momentum interactions V low k and including N2 LO 3N forces, as well as 3N forces only due to 
ue to 3N forces based on  excitations are highlighted by the shaded areas. The dashed lines in panels b and c
based on second-order MBPT. (d ) Ground-state energies of oxygen isotopes relative to 16 O based on
24
ns, compared with the atomic mass evaluation (AME 2012) (45). The MBPT results are performed in an
e space (37) based on low-momentum NN+3N forces, whereas the IM-SRG (39) and CCEI (40) results are
G-evolved NN+3N-full Hamiltonian. (e) Ground-state energies obtained in large many-body spaces:
CSM (27), SCGF (29), CC (40), all based on the SRG-evolved NN+3N-full Hamiltonian, and lattice EFT
rces at N2 LO. Abbreviations: CC, coupled cluster; CCEI, CC effective interaction; EFT, effective field
multireference) in-medium similarity renormalization group; IT-NCSM, importance-truncation no-core
-body perturbation theory; SCGF, self-consistent Green’s functions. Modified from Reference 42.

Different ab initio models predict similar result
All require 3N forces to reproduce the dripline at

O
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Ab initio nuclear models

What happens far from stability ?
Liquid-drop and shell models are fair models of stable nuclei
What happens away from stability ?
In 80s Radioactive-Ion Beams were developed
Enable study of nuclear structure
[see M. Pfützner on Tuesday & S. Zacarias on Wednesday]
are radioactive nuclei compact ?
are shells conserved far from stability ?
Reactions involving radioactive nuclei useful in astrophysics
[see 2nd part,
Yu. Litvinov on Thursday and E. O’Connor on Friday]
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Radioactive-Ion Beams
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Radioactive-Ion Beams

How ?
Idea : break a heavy nuclei into pieces to produce exotic isotopes
ISOL : Fire a proton at a heavy nucleus

In-flight : Smash a heavy nucleus on a target
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Radioactive-Ion Beams

Where ?
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Radioactive-Ion Beams

In-flight projectile fragmentation
high-energy primary beam
of heavy ions (e.g. 18 O, 48 Ca, U. . . )
on thin target of light element (Be or C)
⇒ fragmentation/fission produces
many exotic fragments at ≈ vbeam
Sorted in fragment separator
Used for high-energy reactions (KO, breakup. . . )
Examples : NSCL (MSU), RIKEN, GSI, GANIL
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Radioactive-Ion Beams

Existing NSCL @ MSU
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Radioactive-Ion Beams

Future : FRIB @ MSU
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Oddities far from stability
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Oddities far from stability

Halo nuclei

Halo nuclei
Exotic structure discovered by I. Tanihata
[PLB 160, 380 (1985)]
Very large matter radius (R  A1/3 )
Seen as core + one or two neutrons at large distance
Light, neutron-rich nuclei
small S n or S 2n
One-neutron halo
11
Be ≡ 10 Be + n
15
C ≡ 14 C + n
Two-neutron halo
6
He ≡ 4 He + n + n
11
Li ≡ 9 Li + n + n

13 O 14 O 15 O 16 O 17 O 18 O 19 O 20 O 21 O 22 O 23 O 24 O
12 N 13 N 14 N 15 N 16 N 17 N 18 N 19 N 20 N 21 N 22 N 23 N
9C

6
Z

10 C 11 C 12 C 13 C 14 C 15 C 16 C 17 C 18 C 19 C 20 C

8B

10 B 11 B 12 B 13 B 14 B 15 B

7 Be
6 Li
3 He 4 He
1H

2H
n

9 Be 10 Be 11 Be 12 Be
7 Li

8 Li

6 He

9 Li
8 He

3H

N
-

11 Li

17 B

22 C

19 B

14 Be

Noyau
Noyau
Noyau
Noyau
Noyau
Noyau

stable
riche en neutrons
riche en protons
halo d’un neutron
halo de deux neutrons
halo d’un proton

[M. Pfützner’s talk on Tuesday & S. Zacarias’ talk on Wednesday]
Two-neutron halo nuclei are Borromean. . .
c+n+n is bound but not two-body subsystems
e.g. 6 He bound but not 5 He nor 2 n
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Oddities far from stability

Halo nuclei

Borromean nuclei
Named after the Borromean rings. . .
[M. V. Zhukov et al. Phys. Rep. 231, 151 (1993)]
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Oddities far from stability

Exotic decays

Search for exotic decays using a TPC
Close to the dripline exotic decays have been predicted
β-delayed particle emission
proton radioactivity
Pfützner et al.: Radioactive decays at limits of nuclear stability
Using
a Time-Projection
Chamber where such events can be seen
580
Pfützner et al.: Radioactive decays at limits of nuclear stability

G. 9 (color online). A schematic view of the optical time
jection FIG.
chamber
(OTPC).
For each
recorded view
event,ofthethedata
9 (color
online).
A schematic
optical time 8
sist of aprojection
2D image chamber
taken by (OTPC).
a CCD camera
in a given
exposure
For each
recorded
event, the data
e and the
total
light
intensity
detected
by
a
photomultiplier
consist of a 2D image taken by a CCD camera in a given exposure 6
MT) as time
a function
of time,
sampled
by a digital
and the
total light
intensity
detectedoscilloscope.
by a photomultiplier
e gating(PMT)
electrode
used toof block
the charge
as a isfunction
time, sampled
by induced
a digital by
oscilloscope.

ϑ2 = 70°

ϑ1 = 110°
6

u.)

y (a.u.)

[see M.8 Pfützner’s talk on Tuesday]
ϑ = 110°

ϑ = 70°
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Oddities far from stability

Exotic decays

β-delayed particle emission
Away from stability, β decay
can lead to emission of particles
[see M. Pfützner’s talk on Tuesday]

Pfützner et al.: Radioactive
Qβ
A

Z

St
t+ A-3Z

β

S 2n
2n+A-2Z+1

S
Provides structure information :
0 n+A-1Z+1
A
Two-neutron
c+n+n
Z+1
Pfützner
et al.: Radioactive halo
decays at nuclei
limits of nuclear
stability
587
can decay into c+d
FIG. 13. Some of the possible energetically allowed beta-dec
channels for a neutron-rich nucleus. The precursor A Z beta decays
e.g. 6 He→ α + d
the emitter A ðZ þ 1Þ that has particle unbound excited states. A
⇒ emphasises role of halo energies are given relative to the ground state of the emitter.
8
He → α+t+n
Most beta-delayed decay modes will therefore be enhanced
Depends on 3N correlations the drip lines since multinucleon separation energies will
low there: the ‘‘drip line’’ for emission of two or mo
[M. Pfützner et al. RMP 84, 567 (2012)]
neutrons will lie very close to the one-neutron drip line. W
n

return in more detail to the particle emission processes in th
section, but note now that the probability for a delay

FIG. 19 (color online). Beta-delayed multiparticle decays reemission
may
dependinon the emission mech
corded with the opticalmultiparticle
time projection
chamber
described
nism
(simultaneous
sequentialemisemission) as well as on t
Sec. III.C.1. The left panel
shows
beta-delayedor
three-proton
energy available.
sion from 45 Fe (from Miernik
et al., 2007b) recorded so the
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Oddities far from stability

Single-proton radioactivity

Exotic
Sp decays
is the spectroscopic factor described later, and  is the

reduced mass of the proton and daughter nucleus. Integration
limits ri are the classical turning points, defined by

Similar process as the α decay :
the proton is held within nucleus by
Coulomb barrier under which it tunnels

o
n R r3 p
N
[V(r)
2µ
−
Q]dr
exp −2Pfützner
Γp = S p 4µ
r
et al.: Radioactive decays at limits of nuclear stability
2

FIG. 22 (color online). Schematic view of the radial part of the
TheConservation
decay energy is sharedlaws
between the proton Ep and the
nucleus-proton potential. The classical turning points r for a
particle with energy E are marked. The nuclear contribution turns
coiling atom. Therefore, the measured kinetic energy of the
Angular-momentum : Ii = I f + l +toszero around r ¼ r .
mitted proton is given by
l
Parity
MðN; Z :1Þπþi π
mfe = (−1)
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 84, No. 2, April–June 2012
Ep ¼
Q :
(17)
mp þ MðN; Z  1Þ þ me p
Strongly sensitive to Q value and l
addition, the angular momentum as well as parity conseron structure @ dripline
tion ⇒
lawsinformation
have to be satisfied:
i

r

nuc

I~i ¼ I~f þ ðl~ þ s~Þ;

(18)

i  f ¼ ð1Þl ;

(19)[see
onemission
Tuesday]
FIG.M.
23. Pf
Theützner’s
half-life for talk
the proton
as a functio
nuc

nuclear decay
energy
Qp and
orbital(2012)]
angular momen
et al.
RMP
84,the567
states,Pfützner
here I~i and I~f are spins of the initial and final nuclear[M.
carried away by the proton. Calculations were done for the
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pectively, l~ is the angular momentum of the emitted pro-

Oddities far from stability

Exotic decays

Pfützner et al.: Radioactive decays at limits of nuclear stability
Two-proton
radioactivity

At the proton dripline,
2p radioactivity is also possible
True 2p radioactivity : not sequential

Pfützner et al.: Radioactive decays at limi

Predicted in 1960s by Goldansky
Discovered in 2002 by Pfützner

T 1/2 spans 18 order of magnitude

FIG. 3

T sys
or different modes of the two-proton emission: (a) typical situation for decays of excited states (both 1p and
2
Logar
magni
[seeviaM.
Pfützner’s
talk
on Tuesday]
uential decay
narrow
intermediate
resonance,
and (c) true 2p decay. The cases (d) and (e) represen
y dotted[Pf
arrows
in (c) and
(d) indicate
through the states available only as virtual excitation
the ex
ützner
et al.
RMP the
84,‘‘decay
567path’’
(2012)]

phenomenon. The illustrations are
xamples of 6 Be, 19 Mg, and 45 Fe.
s-d, and p-f shells, respectively,
bout 18 orders of the magnitude,

2p em
emph
of exp

A somewhat special situation, represented in Fig. 25(d
2. Spa
occurs when the ground state of the subsystem is so broad tha
Th
the emission of the first proton becomes energetically mode
pos
Wðf
of an
ET ) which opens a way for a sequentia
sible (although E2r >
FIG. 35 (color online). Lifetime vs decay energy systematics for

2

lation
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18 Ne beam (Zerguerras et al., 2004). The 2p angular correfar from
stability
lation was found to be peaked atOddities
small angles
indicating
a
contribution from a seemingly nonsequential mechanism.
Because of small statistics and limited information on the
identity of the decaying states, however, no definite conclusions could be reached. The 1 resonance at 6.15 MeV in
18 Ne was also thought to provide opportunity for the true 2p
emission, as no states are known in 17 F to be located within
t al.: Radioactive decays at limits of nuclear stability
the decay energy window. The 2p emission from this state,
populated in the 17 F þ 1 H reaction, was measured and a
down to three
diproton like contribution to the p-p correlation spectra
ons played an
rch for the 2p

Two-proton radioactivity

was announced in another work, in which the same state
Exotic
decays
was
populated
by the Coulomb excitation of the 18 Ne beam
(Raciti et al., 2008). The statistical significance of both
claims, however, is weak. The excited states of 19 Ne, populated in the inelastic scattering of 18 Ne on hydrogen target,
were found to emit two protons sequentially (de Oliveira
Santos et al., 2005).
An interesting case is the claimed 2p emission from the
high-spin 21þ isomeric state in 94 Ag (Mukha et al., 2006).
They explain an anomalously high 2p decay rate and observed p-p correlations by assuming a very high deformation

A proper theoretical analysis requires a 3-body model

ctivity awaited
sting informacumulated. In
ys and the 2p
ed in  decay
the main steps

imentally light
search for 2p
unbound sysv et al., 1984),
995), and 16 Ne
cause of a very
ives much too
ropriately they

t the results on
ume, diproton
tons) and cons necessary to
terpretation of
round state led
hkarev et al.,

6 Be
FIG.
distribution
kinematical
plane f"; cosð k Þg for 45 Fe. (a), (b) Diproton model, (c), (d) direct
FIG.2927(color
(coloronline).
online). Momentum
Complete density
correlation
picture on
forthe
g.s.
decay
model,
(e), (f)
three-body
(g), (h)systems.
experimental
Correlation patterns are provided in (a), (c), (e), (g) the T and
decay,
presented
in (a),
(c) T andmodel,
(b), (d)and
Y Jacobi
(a), (b)distribution.
is
(c),
(d), (f),
Y Jacobi
systems. The data.
calculations
(e), (f)
are from Grigorenko
et al. (2010) and data (g), (h) are from Miernik et al. (2007c).
theory,
and(h)(c),
(d) is experimental
Qualitative
illustration
of
the meaning of different kinematical regions is provided above the
panels. Data and calculations are from Grigorenko et al., 2009b.
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 84, No. 2, April–June 2012

[see M. Pfützner’s talk on Tuesday]
[Pfützner et al. RMP 84, 567 (2012)]
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Summary

Summary
Liquid-drop and shell model describe qualitatively stable nuclei
Nowadays ab initio nuclear-structure models from first principles
RIBs enable us to study nuclear structure far from stability
New exotic structure discovered :
halo nuclei
diffuse halo around a compact core
shell inversions or shell collapse
nuclei beyond the dripline (resonant ground state)
RIB can be used to study reactions of astrophysical interest. . .
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